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Vintage Coin FoldersVintage Coin FoldersVintage Coin FoldersVintage Coin Folders For Sale For Sale For Sale For Sale    #104#104#104#104    

Item # Publisher # Grade Price Description 

Whitman Blue Folders – The First Decade 1941-50 
HALF CENT 1793 to 1825 

W238 9022 VF $18 1949-50 printing; half cent folders this early are quite rare; looks NM, but the spine is a tad worn 

LARGE CENT 1793 to 1825 

W214 9001 VF $20 1946-47 printing; very rare title this early; clean overall, but with some tape staining at the last four openings 

INDIAN HEAD CENT 1856 to 1909 

W215 9003 VF-NM $28 FIRST EDITION (1941-42) – Rare and quite clean overall; the only detraction is a tan paper disc within one opening on the last page 
 

   
 
W216 9003 F-VF $12 1950 printing; no damage, but rather worn at the spine 

LINCOLN HEAD CENT STARTING 1909 

W106 9004 VF $23 FIRST EDITION (1941-42); 1941 first printing!; extremely rare; end flap partially reinforced with clear tape; name written on same 

LINCOLN HEAD CENT 1909 to 1945 

W109 9004 VF-NM $24 1945 printing; spine lightly worn, but otherwise near new; rare so nice 
W112 9004 F $12 1946-47 printing; clean overall, but spine reinforced with clear tape 

SILVER THREE CENT 

W239 9023 VF $20 1949-50 printing; very rare title; clean overall; spine and bottom edge a bit worn 

LIBERTY HEAD NICKEL 1883 to 1913 

W233 9007 VF net $19 FIRST EDITION (1941-42) – Very rare and quite choice overall; small scuff upper right of front cover; some green tape on second page 
W202 9007 VF-NM $17 1948-49 printing; tiny crease at bottom of end flap, but very clean otherwise 
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BUFFALO NICKEL 1913 to 1938 

W123 9008 F $9 1943-44 printing; a tiny cut on the front cover that’s barely visible; tape residue on the last page; one inch of the end flap is detached 
W124 9008 VF-NM $17 1945-46 printing; this one is near perfection, but there’s something shiny at the very bottom of the back cover; rare so nice 
W127 9008 VF $14 1950 printing; almost like new; there’s a neat, but sharp vertical crease in the end flap 

JEFFERSON NICKEL STARTING 1938 

W128 9009 VF-NM $27 FIRST EDITION (1941-42) – Extremely rare first printing from 1941; except for some dates neatly written on the first two pages, this 
folder looks unused 

W134 9009 NM $22 1948 printing; this is not a rare title, but it’s almost never found without damage or writing 

BUST TYPE DIME 1796 to 1837 

W204 9010 VF $23 1943-44 printing; extremely rare in early editions; no damage, but cover text a bit worn; delicate penned monogram on inside front cover 

BARBER, LIBERTY HEAD OR "MORGAN" DIME 1892 to 1916 

W226 9013 NM $24 1942-45 printing; simply beautiful 
W141 9013 VF $14 1946-47 printing; looks NM outside, but the openings have a touch of discoloration 

MERCURY HEAD DIME STARTING 1916 

W206 9014 VG-F $7 1942 printing; clean overall, but front cover is almost entirely detached at spine 
W144 9014 VG-F $6 1944 printing; four partial tears visible on back; label added to spine with clear tape 

"MERCURY" HEAD DIME 1916 to 1945 

W146 9014 F $10 1946-47 printing; one ink mark on end flap, but otherwise just worn 

MORGAN QUARTER LIBERTY HEAD 1892 to 1905 

W218 9015 VF $32 FIRST EDITION (1941-42); bright all around, with just the faintest wear and no damage at all; so rare in such condition 
W236 9015 F-VF net $18 FIRST EDITION; very rare; outside is NM, with a tiny pinhole on front; inside has some tape residue on pages 
 

   
 

BARBER, LIBERTY HEAD OR “MORGAN” QUARTER 1892 to 1905 

W219 9015 VF-NM $15 1947-48 printing; extremely clean overall, with tight binding; "Pop" is written on the end flap, and two openings have some tape residue 
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BARBER, LIBERTY HEAD OR “MORGAN” QUARTER 1906 to 1916 

W229 9016 NM $20 1948-49 printing; like new and beautiful 
W221 9016 NM $20 1949 printing; like new and beautiful 

LIBERTY STANDING QUARTER 1916 to 1930 

W158 9017 F-VF $11 1945 printing; this rare variety lists the Roosevelt Dime starting at 1945!; a previous owner’s address label is on the first page 
W159 9017 VF-NM $16 1946-47 printing; looks full NM, but with a bit too much shelf wear on the spine 
W230 9017 NM $21 1948-49 printing; essentially flawless, but the very corner of the end flap is faintly creased; rare this nice 

WASHINGTON QUARTER STARTING 1932 

W222 9018 NM $28 FIRST EDITION (1941-42) 1941 printing; extremely rare and beautiful; dates neatly written in for 1941-45 
W223 9018 F $10 1945 printing; looks quite good, but the end flap has been repaired with clear tape; the Roosevelt Dime series is listed as "Starting 1945"! 

WASHINGTON QUARTER STARTING 1946 

W165 9031 F-VF $10 1947 printing; dates have been added in pen for all coins after 1947; no damage---just worn at the corners 

BARBER, LIBERTY HEAD OR “MORGAN” HALF DOLLAR 1892 to 1903 

W170 9019 VF $14 1947-48 printing; end flap detached half inch at bottom; some chipping of the paper at bottom of back 

BARBER, LIBERTY HEAD OR “MORGAN” HALF DOLLAR 1904 to 1915 

W231 9020 VF $15 1948-49 printing; clean overall but with one torn opening visible from back; original 25c price sticker on first page “Strouss-Hirshbergs” 

LIBERTY STANDING HALF DOLLAR 1916 to 1936 

W174 9017 VF $15 1948-49 printing; half-inch separation of paper at bottom of spine 

LIBERTY STANDING HALF DOLLAR STARTING 1937 

W188 9027 VF $14 1946 printing; clean overall, but there’s a quarter-inch split at the bottom of the spine 
W225 9027 VF $14 1947 printing; spine a little too worn for a higher grade; the printed date 1947-S is partially effaced, since none were made 

UNITED STATES COIN TYPE COLLECTION (box set) 

W180 9026A,B,C F-VF net $29 1948 printing; includes two folders, a type coin booklet and a slip case, all as issued; both folders are VF, but the first has some staining 
inside; the booklet has some tiny speckles on the front that seem to be removable; the slip cover is sturdy but worn at the corners; rare 

Dansco Folders – The First Decade 1939-49 
INDIAN PENNY ALBUM 

D130 1 F-VF $12 1941-45 printing; very clean overall, but the divider sheet is partially separated from binding 
D148 1 VF-NM $21 1941-45 printing; rare this nice 

LINCOLN PENNY ALBUM (starting 1909) 

D126 2 F-VF $11 1941 printing; a few mintmarks added at end in pen 

LINCOLN PENNY ALBUM From 1930 

D149 2a VF $16 1946 printing; very nice overall; small tear at bottom left of dividing paper; dates 1947-50 added in pen 

LIBERTY NICKEL ALBUM (includes Shield Nickels) 

D112 3 VF $16 1941-45 printing; spine a little worn; small tear at top of dividing paper 
D125 3 VF $16 1941-45 printing; one opening partially torn and is visible on back  

BUFFALO NICKEL ALBUM 
D123 4 F $13 1941-45 printing; spine partially split at bottom 

JEFFERSON NICKEL ALBUM 

D155 19 VF-NM $22 1941 printing; no damage and just light corner wear; five additional dates written in ink 

LIBERTY DIME ALBUM 

D150 6 VF-NM $20 1941-45 printing; excellent condition, but title neatly added to spine in small letters 

MERCURY DIME ALBUM 

D156 6 VF $16 1946 printing; light wear and no damage; a few additional dates inked in last row and some tiny dark spots on back cover 

GENERAL DIME ALBUM 
D110 52 VG-F $15 1946 printing; one partially torn opening, several wrinkles and light staining; rare title 
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LIBERTY HEAD QUARTER ALBUM 1892-1903 
D151 7 NM $25 1941-45 printing; beautiful folder 

LIBERTY HEAD QUARTER ALBUM 1904-1916 
D143 8 F-VF $14 1940 first printing; a tear on the divider sheet and a scuff on the back cover 
D116 8 VF $15 1941-45 printing; light scratch near top of front, but otherwise quite clean 

LIBERTY STANDING QUARTER ALBUM 
D157 9 F-VF $10 1946-47 printing; just the lightest wear; small scuff on front cover; tiny date 1931 below title; divider sheet partially torn 

LIBERTY HEAD HALF DOLLAR ALBUM 1892-1903 

D147 11 VF-NM $20 1941-45 printing; tiny stain at bottom of back cover; very rare this nice 

LIBERTY HEAD HALF DOLLAR ALBUM 1904-1915 

D153 12 VF $14 1946-47 printing; would be NM, but the back cover has a vertical crease, and there are Xs written in several openings 

LIBERTY STANDING HALF DOLLAR ALBUM 1916-1934 

D120 14 F-VF $13 1941-45 printing; one partially torn opening and some light scuffing on back 

LIBERTY STANDING HALF DOLLAR ALBUM From 1935 

D119 15 VF $16 1946 printing; nicer than usually seen for this title, which often has dates added 

COMMEMORATIVE HALF DOLLAR ALBUM 

D154 16 NM $20 Circa 1955 printing; not that early, but a rare title in pristine condition 

J. Oberwise & Company 1940-48 
EARLY NICKEL PREMIUM ALBUM 

O108 103-A VF-NM $22 Almost NM, but the spine is lightly worn 
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BUFFALO NICKEL PREMIUM ALBUM 

O109 104-A VF-NM $22 Almost NM, but the spine is lightly worn 

LIBERTY HEAD DIME PREMIUM ALBUM 

O110 105-A VF $17 Clean overall, but the covers and spine are faintly discolored in places 
O111 105-A VF-NM $21 Like new, but with a tiny split at the top of the spine; rare so fine 
 

         
 

MERCURY HEAD DIME PREMIUM ALBUM 

O113 106-A VF $21 First duplicate I've had of this rare title; dates through 1940, with "8 months" mintage; 1941-42 dates neatly handwritten 
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Shore Line COIN LIBRARY 
Dimes Liberty Seated 1860 to 1891 

S101 525 VF-NM $18 This prize is from the extremely rare First Edition of 1963, for which just a few titles are known. Having cream and maroon covers in 
place of the familiar Navy Blue of the Second Edition, these are all treasures. I acquired a small group of NOS examples for this one 
title. Though unused, they do have a bit of corner wear. Once sold, it’s doubtful that any more pieces will surface. 

 

         
 

Ordering Instructions for Coin Folders 

Please order by Item Number. 

5% discount on all orders of $50 or more and 10% on orders or $100 or more (does not apply to shipping) 

Shipping is $3.50 for the first folder and 25¢ for each additional folder 
Insurance is optional at the following rates: 

 $0.01 to $50 $2.10 
 $50.01 to $100 2.80 
 $100.01 to $200 3.50 
 $200.01 to $300 4.60 

Folders may be returned for a refund within 14 days, if packaged securely and returned in same condition 

Checks and money orders payable to David W. Lange          Payment may also be made via PayPal to langedw@msn.com 

Visit my store on eBay: Cagemast Coin Boards and Albums 

David W. Lange    POB 110022    Lakewood Ranch, FL  34211     941-586-8670      langedw@msn.com 


